This paper studies linearized spatial structural gravity models of bilateral trade à la Behrens, Ertur and Koch (2012) . We show that these models do in fact not require spatial econometric methods for estimation. This result follows from the nature of the specific spatial weights matrix, and from the exporter-or importerspecific nature of some regressors and the approximation error. All structural model parameters are identified from a linear regression that uses a spatial lag of the dependent variable as a control function.
Introduction
The gravity equation -describing aggregate demand for goods or services between any pair of countries -is among the most successful concepts in all of economics (see Leamer and Levinsohn, 1995) . It is derived from utility maximization subject to income constraints and it can be represented for exporter i and importer j as
where Z ij are aggregate bilateral exports, X ij , which are normalized by exporter and importer GDP, Y i and Y j , respectively, W i are wages or producer prices, T ij are bilateral trade costs, L i is population or size of the labor force (see Arkolakis, Costinot and Rodríguez-Clare, 2012) . Equation (1) shows that the log of Z ij , z ij , is a log-nonlinear function of {W i ; T ij ; L i }. The parameter α = (−∞, 0) (see Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977) reflects the partial response of trade with respect to changes in trade costs. Through (1), upon choice of a numéraire wage and for a given α, N − 1 values of W i are determined as implicit functions of all the N values of L i and all the N 2 values of T α ij . The model has a representation which nests a variety of isomorphic structural models of aggregate bilateral demand such as endowment-economy, Ricardian, and monopolistic-competitionincreasing-returns-to-scale (see Eaton and Kortum, 2002; Anderson and van Wincoop, 2003; Arkolakis, Costinot and Rodríguez-Clare, 2012; Bergstrand, Egger and Larch, 2013; Baltagi, Egger and Pfaffermayr, 2015) , hence its popularity. Its (log-)nonlinear structure is the main reason why gravity equations are estimated rarely in their structural form as in (1) but practitioners use either country fixed effects, which may be inefficient, or linear approximations in estimation. Behrens, Ertur and Koch (2012, henceforth BEK) present such an approximation around the point α = 0, which leads to a spatial model. The purpose of this paper is to analyze this approximation.
2 The BEK spatial structural gravity model
, and I N N which is an identity matrix. Let us generally use the convention that lower-case letters refer to variables in logs and refer to N -size vectors and matrices by subscripts N and N N , respectively. Stacking all observations across exporters i for a given importer j in z jN = (z ij ) l N = (l), w N = (w i ) and t jN = (t ij ), BEK arrive at the log-transformed and linearized counterpart to (1):
where u jN is an approximation error due to linearization, which only varies across j but not i. 
Existence of the latter requires (I N N −αW N N ) to have finite elements and to be invertible independent of the number of countries N . BEK reformulate the model resulting in the structural and reduced forms
respectively. The presence of (I N N − αD N N ) −1 in (4) 
Properties and novel insights
Clearly,
and the reduced forms in (5) and (3) are the same. The matrix I N N −αW N N is invertible for any finite α = 1 as then it has full rank. In any case, α = 1 is outside the theoretically admissible parameter space. This suggests that the spatial model does not require the reformulation in (4) advocated by BEK. Since W N N is idempotent so that
where −W N N (l N + w N ) is a constant. Hence, there are no suitable instruments for W N N z jN in this model as required, for instance, for a two-stage least-squares approach in
Yi, at the approximation point of the model α = 0, we obtain Xij =
, which implies wage equalization, Wi = W . Choosing the wage as the
. Then, trade costs are irrelevant, and the variance of log bilateral exports, xij = ln Xij, is fully determined by the variation in exporter-and importer-specific log labor endowments (or population) across countries.
the spirit of Kelejian and Prucha (1998) , Lee (2003) , or Kelejian, Prucha and Yuzefovich (2004) . In other words, the nature of {W N N , l N , w N , u jN } and the parameter restrictions in the model imply that all of the variation in W N N z jN is due to the approximation error, u jN . Replacing W N N z jN in (2) by the right-hand side in (6) and adding l N + w N on both sides of the equation results iñ
We obtain the following five insights. First, BEK's linearization of (1) can be represented by (7), which relies exclusively on spatially weighted exogenous variables, but not on spatial lags of the dependent variable or of the disturbances. This corresponds to a spatial Durbin model. Second, while omitting a relevant spatial lag of the dependent variable from the right-hand side of a spatial autoregressive model usually leads to an omitted variables bias, this is not the case here, in a narrow sense. Omitting αW N N z jN from the right-hand side of (2) has only two consequences for equation (7): a rescaling of the constant and of the error term in (7) relative to (2). Third, since the approximation error u jN varies only across importers j and exclusively depends on exogenous model variables, it appears natural to specify it as to be heteroskedastic or clustered by exporting country i. Hence, the device for parameter estimation is an OLS model with cluster-robust standard errors, which is much simpler than the first-order spatial-autoregressive-movingaverage (SARMA) model in BEK. 2 Fourth, under BEK's assumptions, the model should be estimated for all countries jointly for the sake of efficiency gains, which is cumbersome with BEK's approach relying on (4). Fifth, to the extent that the approximation error is correlated with w N or (I N N − W N N )t jN , it may be preferable to estimate (2) instead of (7). The reason is that W N N z jN depends linearly on u jN according to (6) and, hence, fully controls for BEK's model approximation error. The latter implies that W N N z jN is a control function. Its parameter absorbs potential bias from the correlation of the other regressors with u jN . As a result, the parameter on W N N z jN should not be interpreted as an estimator for α.
3 Simulation study
Design of experiments
We construct worlds of countries and country pairs according to (1) where everything is known to the simulator, while the researcher does not know the parameters on the regressors. We consider two configurations regarding country numbers with N ∈ {30; 60} leading to numbers of country pairs of N 2 ∈ {900; 1, 600}. This corresponds to typical data situations found in empirical structural work on gravity models (see Eaton and Kortum, 2002; Anderson and van Wincoop, 2003; Balistreri and Hillberry, 2007; Behrens, Ertur and Koch, 2012) . For each of these worlds, we consider three configurations α ∈ {−2; −4; −9}, which are supported quantitatively by a sizable body of work (see Arkolakis, Costinot and Rodríguez-Clare, 2012 In line with the robust result of a coefficient on log distance of about αγ dist = −1 in empirical gravity models, we assume that log distance, dist ij , is related to log trade costs t ij by a parameter of γ dist = −1/α. Based on the draws for L i and t ij , the endogenous variables W i and X ij are solved from (1).
Features of model variables and the approximation error
Before turning to estimation, it is useful to study some moments and the correlations of key variables in the model across all experiments. For this purpose, we report on the averages of an analysis of variance of some variables in Table 1 and on average partial correlation coefficients in Table 2 , each of them computed across all draws within one of the six parameter configurations in {N ; α}. Table 1 reports on sums of squares of key variables and reveals the following features. First, the variation in the approximation error, u ij , is large relative to normalized bilateral exports in logs, z ij , and its size rises with the absolute level of α; i.e., with the distance to the approximation point used by BEK to linearize the model.
The approximation error varies to a greater degree than log wages, w N , whose variance is the same as that of (I N N − W N N )w N . The relative magnitude of the sum of squares of u ij relative to that of z ij declines as N , the number of countries, rises. The variance of (I N N − W N N )t jN with typical elementt ij is important relative to that of u jN and w N . Clearly, while the exporter-and importer-specific components in t ij are symmetric by design (log-distance is symmetric), those oft ij are not. The pair-specific component oft ij is much bigger than the country-specific ones. Second, the variation in u ij is purely importer-specific. This is because BEK's approximation is about an importer-specific term, the log consumer-price index. Table 2 suggests that there is a perfect correlation between the elements of W N N z jN and the ones of the approximation error, u jN , consistent with (6). There is some correlation between (I N N − W N N )t jN and u jN . This means that the parameter on (I N N − W N N )t jN may exhibit some bias unless we condition on W N N z jN (which means conditioning on u jN , as mentioned before). However, we expect this bias to fade as N rises. Not surprisingly, this problem becomes more pertinent if the approximation error is larger, which is the case with a bigger absolute value of α. Figure 1 visualizes the relationships in Table 2 based on one specific random draw for N = 30 and α = −4. There are four general insights from an inspection of Figure  1 in conjunction with Table 2 . First, the upper left panel of the figure documents that W N N z jN is indeed perfectly correlated with u jN as suggested by (6). Second, all of the panels in Figure 1 illustrate the block structure of u jN which means it is not independently and identically distributed. Third, while the correlation between u jN and the other right-hand side model variables is weak on average, it may be stronger depending on the specific configuration of trade costs (t jN ) and population size (W N N ). From Table 2 we know that the risk of correlation between model variables and u jN is higher for (I N N − W N N )t jN than for w N . Figure 1 , for instance, illustrates a case where (I N N − W N N )t jN is negatively and (α − 1)(l N + w N ) + α(I N N − W N N )t jN is positively correlated with u jN . In such a case we would expect the estimated parameter on (I N N − W N N )t jN to be biased. Altogether we would expect a larger root mean squared error for the parameter on this variable than on w N or (I N N − W N N )w N , unless one controls for u jN .
Parameter estimation
In this subsection, we generally employz jN as the normalized dependent variable. We define the log-nonlinear term
and formulate four types of models:
Model (A) is the structural model directly corresponding to the log of (1), which we estimate by iterative least squares (cf. Anderson and van Wincoop, 2003) . Models (B)-(D) can be estimated by simple OLS. In Section 2, we proved that Models (C) and (D) are equivalent so that there is no need to report on results for (D) apart from (C). Of all Models (A)-(C) we only present an unconstrained parameter-estimation version each, which does not enforce that α w = α and α t = αγ dist are identical due to the chosen parametrization. We do so to mimic the situation of an empirical researcher who does not observe t ij but only dist ij . The estimated parameters {α w ;α t } should be close to the true α, especially, when being based on Models (A) or (B). Apart from a process where the structural nonlinear Model (A) is true, we consider one wherẽ
. We calibrate σ 2 ε such that, in each experiment, the explanatory power as measured by the R 2 is 80% (= (1 − σ 2 ε /σ 2 z * ) × 100%), which is representative of a vast amount of empirical work on gravity models. The term ε ij adds stcchastics in a narrow sense which provides for a residual with Models (A) and (B) and one beyond the approximation (or linearization) error in Model (C).
We report on the average bias and root-mean-squared error (RMSE) in percent of the true α across all draws per configuration of {N ; α} in Tables 3 and 4 . Both tables are organized in three by two blocks. Each horizontal block contains estimates for the Models (A)-(C) for the cases N = {30; 60}. Vertically, we have three blocks corresponding to α = {−2; −4; −9}. For each of the six blocks, we report on {α M z ;α w ;α t } (where applicable).
We may summarize the simulation results in Tables 3 and 4 as follows. First, in the absence of ε ij (Table 3) , both Models (A) and (B) correspond to the true one so that both the bias and the RMSE for {α w ;α w } in percent are zero. Recall that conditioning on W N N z jN means conditioning on u jN , according to (6). Clearly, Model (C) performs worst, but the bias and RMSE are still relatively small in Table 3 . Second, the bias and RMSE of {α w ;α w } in percent rise in Model (C) with the absolute value of α. This is a consequence of the linearization point of BEK's model being α = 0. A greater distance to the approximation point means introducing endogeneity of w N and (I N N − W N N )t jN in Model (C). Third, as expected, both the bias and the RMSE of {α w ;α w } in percent decline in Model (C) as the number of countries rises. However, then also the need for controlling for general equilibrium effects and nonlinear trade-cost effects as captured by H jN in (A) declines (see Egger and Staub, 2015) . Fourth, adding a stochastic term ε ij to the log-transformed true model does not add a significant bias for Models (A)-(C), but it raises the corresponding RMSEs relative to Table 3 , as expected.
Conclusions
This paper sheds light on the nature of structural linearized gravity models involving an endogenous spatial lag -other countries' population-share-weighted bilateral trade flows -as developed in Behrens, Ertur and Koch (2012) . We demonstrate that the structure of the models, when considering their properties, is such that they do not require any use of spatial econometrics. Exporter-population-share-weighted log bilateral exports on the right-hand side of the models serve as a control function for the approximation error of the linearization, and this variable can be included without specific treatment (i.e., ignoring its endogeneity). One model version corresponds to a spatial Durbin model, which involves exporter-population-share-weighted exporter log wages (a constant) and log bilateral trade costs. These results should please the applied researcher, since estimation of such linearized models only involves OLS (on log-tranformed trade flows) with clustered standard errors at the level of exporters. For these particular models, there is no need for resorting to spatial econometric methods from a structural perspective, neither for point estimation nor for inference. Notes: Columns (A), (B) and (C) refer to Models (A), (B) and (C) in Section 3.3. Table entries are average biases and root mean squared errors, in percent of the true α.
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